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When the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) was When the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) was 

created by the Green Communities Act in 2008, clean energy was created by the Green Communities Act in 2008, clean energy was 

a nascent industry in the Commonwealth. Over the last ten years, a nascent industry in the Commonwealth. Over the last ten years, 

MassCEC has diligently supported the growth and success of the MassCEC has diligently supported the growth and success of the 

clean energy ecosystem. By 2019, over 111,000 people were clean energy ecosystem. By 2019, over 111,000 people were 

employed in clean energy in Massachusetts — an 86% increase employed in clean energy in Massachusetts — an 86% increase 

since 2010 — with the state emerging as the leading hub for clean since 2010 — with the state emerging as the leading hub for clean 

energy innovation in the U.S. MassCEC is pleased to have played a energy innovation in the U.S. MassCEC is pleased to have played a 

key role in moving this industry forward.key role in moving this industry forward.

Throughout its history, MassCEC has advanced the clean energy Throughout its history, MassCEC has advanced the clean energy 

economy by addressing the specific and changing needs of the economy by addressing the specific and changing needs of the 

industry. Our work has always been informed by market insights industry. Our work has always been informed by market insights 

gained through deliberate and thoughtful engagement with a gained through deliberate and thoughtful engagement with a 

variety of market actors, including the private sector, universities, variety of market actors, including the private sector, universities, 

research institutes, incubators, consumers, regulators, and utilities. research institutes, incubators, consumers, regulators, and utilities. 

These relationships and this dialogue deepen our understanding These relationships and this dialogue deepen our understanding 

of clean energy market barriers and enable our talented team to of clean energy market barriers and enable our talented team to 

develop creative solutions to overcome those barriers and ignite develop creative solutions to overcome those barriers and ignite 

investment in clean energy.investment in clean energy.

Massachusetts has set an ambitious goal of achieving net-zero Massachusetts has set an ambitious goal of achieving net-zero 

carbon emissions by 2050. Meeting this goal is critical to carbon emissions by 2050. Meeting this goal is critical to 

avoiding the worst impacts of global climate change. However, at our avoiding the worst impacts of global climate change. However, at our 

current pace, using today’s technologies, we will fall short. By making current pace, using today’s technologies, we will fall short. By making 

targeted investments in cutting-edge clean energy technologies, targeted investments in cutting-edge clean energy technologies, 

projects, companies, and research, MassCEC leverages substantial projects, companies, and research, MassCEC leverages substantial 

private and public sector investment — nearly $6 for every $1 of private and public sector investment — nearly $6 for every $1 of 

MassCEC investment. These efforts accelerate clean energy solutions MassCEC investment. These efforts accelerate clean energy solutions 

toward commercial viability, growing the state’s clean energy toward commercial viability, growing the state’s clean energy 

economy and reducing the cost  economy and reducing the cost  

of this unprecedented transition to a net-zero carbon economy. of this unprecedented transition to a net-zero carbon economy. 

Going forward, in order to meet our climate goals, Massachusetts Going forward, in order to meet our climate goals, Massachusetts 

will need to focus on its buildings, transportation system, and grid will need to focus on its buildings, transportation system, and grid 

as we transition to a net-zero carbon future. For its part, MassCEC as we transition to a net-zero carbon future. For its part, MassCEC 

is transitioning to a systems-based approach to these critical areas. is transitioning to a systems-based approach to these critical areas. 

MassCEC’s Passive House Design Challenge, for example, funded MassCEC’s Passive House Design Challenge, for example, funded 

540 units of new, highly energy efficient, affordable housing and 540 units of new, highly energy efficient, affordable housing and 

has paved the way for a pipeline of 5,400 units funded by broader has paved the way for a pipeline of 5,400 units funded by broader 

incentives through Mass Saveincentives through Mass Save®® and Massachusetts Department of  and Massachusetts Department of 

Housing and Community Development. We need to bring more of Housing and Community Development. We need to bring more of 

this kind of innovation to market rapidly and to every one of our this kind of innovation to market rapidly and to every one of our 

351 cities and towns. While MassCEC has invested over $63 million 351 cities and towns. While MassCEC has invested over $63 million 

in projects for low- and moderate-income residents in the in projects for low- and moderate-income residents in the 

Commonwealth, we need to work even harder to ensure that all Commonwealth, we need to work even harder to ensure that all 

communities can access clean energy and share in its benefits.communities can access clean energy and share in its benefits.

Massachusetts’ transition to a clean energy future will also rely on Massachusetts’ transition to a clean energy future will also rely on 

offshore wind. Under legislation signed by Governor Baker, offshore wind. Under legislation signed by Governor Baker, 

Massachusetts is on its way to building 3,200 megawatts of Massachusetts is on its way to building 3,200 megawatts of 

offshore wind power. But more, likely much more, is needed to offshore wind power. But more, likely much more, is needed to 

achieve the state’s 2050 goal. MassCEC played a pivotal role in achieve the state’s 2050 goal. MassCEC played a pivotal role in 

laying the groundwork for this emerging industry and will laying the groundwork for this emerging industry and will 

continue to be actively engaged in its future. To help continue to be actively engaged in its future. To help 

Massachusetts benefit fully from the build-out of this multi-billion-Massachusetts benefit fully from the build-out of this multi-billion-

dollar industry, MassCEC will continue investing in workforce dollar industry, MassCEC will continue investing in workforce 

training and supply chain development, and additional port training and supply chain development, and additional port 

infrastructure investment will be required as well. infrastructure investment will be required as well. 

Lastly, the impact of the coronavirus pandemic on the Lastly, the impact of the coronavirus pandemic on the 

Massachusetts clean energy industry has been considerable; it is Massachusetts clean energy industry has been considerable; it is 

imperative that we acknowledge the challenge posed to rebuild, imperative that we acknowledge the challenge posed to rebuild, 

never mind grow, the state’s clean energy economy. As we look to never mind grow, the state’s clean energy economy. As we look to 

the next five years and beyond, MassCEC will be a steadfast the next five years and beyond, MassCEC will be a steadfast 

partner in reinvigorating the clean energy economy, advancing partner in reinvigorating the clean energy economy, advancing 

clean energy innovation, and positioning Massachusetts to achieve clean energy innovation, and positioning Massachusetts to achieve 

dramatic greenhouse gas emissions reductions by 2050. dramatic greenhouse gas emissions reductions by 2050. 

Sincerely,Sincerely,

Stephen Pike  Stephen Pike  
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Ten Year Impact Report | 10 Year Highlights

Over the last decade, MassCEC’s 
clean energy programs and 
investments have awarded over 
$360M and attracted over $2B in 
private and federal capital.

“ The clean energy industry is at an inflection 
point as we all work to respond to the climate 
crisis, and MassCEC will be an essential piece 
of the Commonwealth’s leadership position in 
acting on climate over the next decade.”

-  Emily Reichert, CEO at Greentown Labs

“ MassCEC knows how to leverage investments 
through private and public funding to help 
create jobs and new technology hubs in  
the Commonwealth.”

-  Christian Scorzoni, Counsel at Travaglini, Scorzoni 

& Kiley

“ MassCEC’s grant programs for technology 
innovation leverage what is uniquely 
Massachusetts: our capacity to invent ahead 
of the curve and passionately solve society’s 
problems.”

-  Katie Stebbins, Principal at 55 Concord

“ MassCEC’s ongoing support and strong 
relationship with Massachusetts’ cleantech 
ecosystem and prospective investors has 
helped us to accelerate our mission of making 
solar energy more accessible, affordable, and 
transparent in the Commonwealth and across 
the country.”

-  Vikram Aggarwal, CEO & Founder at EnergySage 

Massachusetts’ Clean 
Energy Industry is 
Robust and Growing

52,000 jobs added since 2010, for a jobs added since 2010, for a 

total of total of 111,000+ workers in 2019workers in 2019

$14B+ contributed to the Gross State contributed to the Gross State 
Product in 2018Product in 2018

MassCEC has Reduced 
Carbon Emissions 
Equivalent to:

 261,000 homes homes powered powered 
for a year through current for a year through current 
investment companiesinvestment companies

 4.5M trees planted through trees planted through 
clean energy projectsclean energy projects

MassCEC has Catalyzed the Clean 
Energy Market

 46,000+ clean energy clean energy 

projects awarded:projects awarded: 157 MW 

of solar andof solar and 244 MW of of 
clean heating and coolingclean heating and cooling

5,400 solar loans solar loans 
facilitated with MA lendersfacilitated with MA lenders

78 community program community program 
partnershipspartnerships

 42 wind turbine blades tested at wind turbine blades tested at 
the Wind Technology Testing Centerthe Wind Technology Testing Center

 1st U.S. offshore wind port U.S. offshore wind port 
built in New Bedfordbuilt in New Bedford

MassCEC has Trained 
Tomorrow’s Clean 
Energy Workforce

3,600  
certificate traineescertificate trainees

467 employers employers 
offering internship offering internship 
opportunitiesopportunities

61% of interns are of interns are 
women or minoritieswomen or minorities

4,200+ college and  college and  
vocational internshipsvocational internships

Stakeholder Insights  
on MassCEC:

SINCE 2010 
MASSCEC HAS:

AwardedAwarded $128M 
for technology for technology 
innovation and innovation and 
company growthcompany growth

Enabled anEnabled an 86% 
increase in clean increase in clean 
energy jobsenergy jobs

Awarded overAwarded over 46,000 
clean energy projectsclean energy projects

Supported over Supported over  
900  companiescompanies
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“ It is hard to overstate how important MassCEC’s ACES 
[Advancing Commonwealth Energy Storage] program was 
for the launch of our energy storage business — a business 
that is now fundamental to who we are as a renewable 
energy company.”

-  Dan Berwick, General Manager of Development at Borrego Solar 

Systems 

“ MassCEC’s Clean Energy Internship Program has a 
generational impact on clean energy careers and enables 
talented students to stay in Massachusetts.”

-  Matthew Nordan, Managing Director at Prime Impact Fund 

“ The InnovateMass program is a great example of how to 
leverage state funding into rapid clean technology 
product development, deployment, and production 
growth in a very cost-effective manner.”

-  Ed Lovelace, former CTO at XL Fleet

Mission:

The Massachusetts Clean Energy 
Center’s (MassCEC) mission is 
to accelerate the clean energy 
and climate solution innovation 
that is critical to meeting the 
Commonwealth’s climate goals, 
advancing Massachusetts’ 
position as an international 
climate leader while growing the 
state’s clean energy economy.

MassCEC’s Unique Role
MassCEC supports solutions for new clean energy 
technologies, businesses, and consumers in order to  
meet the state’s greenhouse gas reduction goals. 

MassCEC will continue to:

oo   Serve as a critical catalyst and proving ground for 
technology and innovation

oo   Facilitate cutting-edge clean energy technologies, 
business models, and incentive mechanisms

oo  Support cleantech startups, accelerators, and incubators

oo    Enable multi-disciplinary demonstration projects to 
support public and private sector goals

oo   Develop original, often first-in-the-nation programs 
that attract private investment, reduce emissions, and 
overcome market barriers

oo   Develop trainings to address workforce shortages and 
employer challenges

oo  Drive adoption of clean energy

Making Massachusetts a World-Class 
Cleantech Hub

When Massachusetts supports early-stage ideas and When Massachusetts supports early-stage ideas and 

innovations from companies with a worldwide market, innovations from companies with a worldwide market, 

it increases our state’s future competitiveness, it increases our state’s future competitiveness, 

economic prospects, and global impact.economic prospects, and global impact.

Getting Massachusetts to Net-Zero

Today’s technologies, applications, and business Today’s technologies, applications, and business 

models are insufficient to reach our climate goals. models are insufficient to reach our climate goals. 

MassCEC is uniquely positioned to identify, support, MassCEC is uniquely positioned to identify, support, 

demonstrate, and accelerate clean energy and demonstrate, and accelerate clean energy and 

climate solutions to the market.climate solutions to the market.

Ten Year Impact Report | Mission and Role

Reducing Costs by Engaging Private 
Markets

Targeted public sector investment in cutting-edge Targeted public sector investment in cutting-edge 

climate solutions de-risks and attracts private sector climate solutions de-risks and attracts private sector 

investment, reducing the cost of achieving net-zero investment, reducing the cost of achieving net-zero 

for all energy users.for all energy users.

Optimizing Policy Implementation and 
Outcomes

Positioned at the intersection of industry and policy, Positioned at the intersection of industry and policy, 

MassCEC can iterate and optimize future policy MassCEC can iterate and optimize future policy 

solutions, accelerating policy outcomes and solutions, accelerating policy outcomes and 

improving cost-effectiveness.improving cost-effectiveness.
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MassCEC’s Role 
in the Ecosystem
MassCEC plays a pivotal role working with MassCEC plays a pivotal role working with 

the public and private sectors to solve the public and private sectors to solve 

climate challenges. MassCEC serves as a climate challenges. MassCEC serves as a 

critical catalyst to ensure leading-edge critical catalyst to ensure leading-edge 

climate solutions are developed and climate solutions are developed and 

implemented in the market.implemented in the market.

MassCEC bridges  
key roles in the 
Massachusetts climate and 
clean energy landscape.

Addressing Climate Challenges 

“ Developing a robust clean energy industry 
that will grow our economy and provide the 
new technologies needed to meet our 
climate challenges requires close 
cooperation between universities, 
entrepreneurs, investors, customers, and 
policy makers. MassCEC is the pivot point 
that brings them all together, making the 
Commonwealth a global leader in the clean 
energy economy.” 

-  Carmichael Roberts, Member at Breakthrough 

Energy Ventures 

“ Collaboration across the public and private 
sectors is a powerful way to advance the 
energy innovations and companies needed 
for a carbon-free future.”

-  Bill Gates, Co-Chair at Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation, Co-Founder at Microsoft 

“ Innovation (learning by researching) very 
likely plays a larger role than deployment 
incentives alone by achieving more rapid 
cost reductions in a short time frame.” 

-  Kittner, Lill and Kammen at Nature Energy, 2017

Policy & InnovationPolicy & Innovation 
Policy sends broad signals to the marketplace while innovation reduces Policy sends broad signals to the marketplace while innovation reduces 

the cost, engages private capital, and accelerates the pace of transition.the cost, engages private capital, and accelerates the pace of transition.

MassCEC drives innovation in clean energy technologies, business models, MassCEC drives innovation in clean energy technologies, business models, 

financing models, and consumer adoption mechanisms. This work is financing models, and consumer adoption mechanisms. This work is 

integral to driving down the cost and accelerating the deployment of integral to driving down the cost and accelerating the deployment of 

critical climate solutions.critical climate solutions.

MassCEC’s work fosters a nation-leading 
cleantech ecosystem.

Source: Modified from the United Nations Environment Programme, The Emissions Gap Report 2017
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Consumers 

Consumers depend on reliable 
energy services like lighting, 
heating, cooling, and refrigeration

MassCEC
generates on-the-ground solutions:

• Funds prototype development

• Demonstrates new technologies

• Supports startup companies

•  Identifies and removes market barriers

• Trains clean energy workers

Tech Companies and  
Project Developers 

Technology companies 
and project developers 
utilize clear market 
signals and profitable 
business opportunities  
to bring products and 
services to market

Ⓡ

Utility Regulators

Regulators like the Department 
of Public Utilities ensure reliable 
services for electricity and gas 
through review of utility plans 
and proposed charges for 
products, investments, or services

Workers

A strong and well-
trained workforce 
supports the growth of 
companies and 
technology deployment

•  Home energy audits
•  Rebates for 

insulation and  
high efficiency 
appliances

Policy Makers

Policy makers like EEA 
and MassDEP establish 
goals and corresponding 
policies, such as:
• Net-zero by 2050

•  3,200 MW of  
offshore wind  
by 2035 

•  Renewable Portfolio 
Standards

Solution  
Implementers
Solution implementers 

like Mass Save® scale 

proven solutions, such as: 

Innovators
Innovators like Greentown Labs or 
university researchers thrive in a 

supportive ecosystem with a 
cutting-edge workforce to rapidly 

move new solutions into the market
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MassCEC’s Role 
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cleantech ecosystem.

Source: Modified from the United Nations Environment Programme, The Emissions Gap Report 2017
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Massachusetts is the:  

  

1    Energy Futures Initiative, 2017
2  Ranking by Bloomberg, 2019

Sparking Technology and  

Business Model Innovation
MassCEC supports researchers, companies, accelerators, and incubators to drive climate solutions MassCEC supports researchers, companies, accelerators, and incubators to drive climate solutions 

and help meet the state’s 2050 net-zero greenhouse gas emission goals. and help meet the state’s 2050 net-zero greenhouse gas emission goals. 

From 2010 through 2014, MassCEC launched a series of technology and company development From 2010 through 2014, MassCEC launched a series of technology and company development 

programs. In addition, MassCEC was an early investor in Greentown Labs, which is now the nation’s programs. In addition, MassCEC was an early investor in Greentown Labs, which is now the nation’s 

largest cleantech incubator. largest cleantech incubator. 

MassCEC’s strategic, competitive grants and investments fill a funding gap in the commercialization MassCEC’s strategic, competitive grants and investments fill a funding gap in the commercialization 

process and are integral to the success of the clean energy ecosystem in Massachusetts.process and are integral to the success of the clean energy ecosystem in Massachusetts.

Success in Technology Innovation: CATALYST PROGRAM

The MassCEC Catalyst Program jump-starts the commercialization of clean energy technologies in the Commonwealth. The program enables innovators to rapidly The MassCEC Catalyst Program jump-starts the commercialization of clean energy technologies in the Commonwealth. The program enables innovators to rapidly 

identify markets fit for their idea or product and refine their market entry strategy. The program also demonstrates the feasibility of clean energy technologies, identify markets fit for their idea or product and refine their market entry strategy. The program also demonstrates the feasibility of clean energy technologies, 

thereby attracting additional industry partners and investors.thereby attracting additional industry partners and investors.

The Results
92% 
companies  
still active

$6M
awarded

191 
employees 
hired by 
awardees

111
awards

$205M
leveraged 
funding

Private investment available. 

Risk is tolerated due to chance 

of substantial profit.

Gap filled by MassCEC

MassCEC’s investments 
make an impact

 

 

1July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2019

XL Fleet’s technology retrofits 
commercial vehicle fleets to 
electric hybrids with 20%-33% 
emission reductions. 

Had 20 employees and 
received MassCEC innovation 
grant (leveraging private 
capital 1:23).

Received a second MassCEC 
innovation grant.

Received MassCEC follow-on 
investment.

Grew to 44 employees, $9M 
in revenue, and was awarded 
“Emerging Company of the 
Year” by the Northeast Clean 
Energy Council.

$66M in funding raised and 
2M gallons of fuel saved for 
customers to date.

EnergySage’s online platform 
enables comparison shopping 
for solar, resulting in cost 
savings averaging 20%.

Received MassCEC innovation 
grant (leveraging private 
capital 1:11).

Received a second MassCEC 
innovation grant and a 
MassCEC investment, allowing 
the company to achieve 2% 
market share. 

Serviced 30 states, transacted 
$130M in solar projects, and 
avoided 250,000 tons of CO2 
to date. 

Investments in Innovation

“ Incremental and breakthrough 
innovations must be developed 
to meet the challenges of deep 
decarbonization, including the 
rising marginal costs of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) 
abatement.” 

-  Ernest Moniz, Former Secretary of 

Energy at U.S. Department of 

Energy, President & CEO of Energy 

Futures Initiative 

Success in Technology 
Innovation

567 jobs supported

$105M in portfolio 
companies’ revenues 
generated in the last 
fiscal year1

20152015

20182018

20162016

20202020

20132013 20132013

20192019

20202020

Success in Business Model 
Innovation

Ten Year Impact Report | Sparking Technology and Business Models
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U.S. cleantech U.S. cleantech 
innovationinnovation1

Home toHome to 10+  
accelerators/incubators accelerators/incubators 
with a cleantech focuswith a cleantech focus

#2 in U.S. in U.S. 
for overall for overall 
innovationinnovation2

PROTOTYPING

RESEARCH
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DEMONSTRATION
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$1B+ leveraged
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Federal R&D grants 

available. Risk is tolerated 

due to chance of significant 

scientific breakthrough.
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Success in Building Innovation: 
MassCEC Drives Adoption of  
High-Performance Affordable Housing

Passive House is the most efficient building standard in the Passive House is the most efficient building standard in the 

world, using 40% less energy than traditional new buildings.  world, using 40% less energy than traditional new buildings.  

MassCEC’s early stage efforts demonstrated demand in the MassCEC’s early stage efforts demonstrated demand in the 

market for Passive House construction and the efficacy of market for Passive House construction and the efficacy of 

an incentive structure.an incentive structure. 

First multi-family Passive House project in 
Massachusetts totaling 28 units.

MassCEC funded 8 multi-family affordable 
housing Passive House projects (adding 
another 540 units), demonstrating the 
feasibility of designing to the most efficient 
building standard at little to no cost premium.

Mass Save® began incentivizing Passive House 
for multi-family projects, in part due to 

MassCEC’s initial efforts.

The Massachusetts Department of Housing 
and Community Development added Passive 
House into its tax credit program. 

Passive House Apartments, 

Distillery North, Boston

Air-Source Heat 
Pump Program

Ten Year Impact Report | Removing Barriers to Accelerate Adoption 
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oo    Finance Models   Finance Models 

oo  Workforce TrainingWorkforce Training 

o o Installation RebatesInstallation Rebates

oo  Consumer Education Consumer Education 

oo     Consumer ProtectionConsumer Protection 

oo  Whole Building ApproachWhole Building Approach

oo     Community EngagementCommunity Engagement

oo  Project Cost ReductionsProject Cost Reductions

oo     Technology StandardsTechnology Standards

oo     Clean Energy EquityClean Energy Equity 

oo Purchase ModelsPurchase Models 

o    o    Demonstrating Building Demonstrating Building 

Design StandardsDesign Standards

o  o  Low and Moderate Income Low and Moderate Income 

Consumer SupportConsumer Support 

Removing Barriers and Accelerating 
Adoption of Clean Energy
MassCEC drives adoption of clean energy through a diverse set of innovative market 

facilitation mechanisms:

Success in Finance Model Innovation

Since launching in 2015, the Mass Solar Loan program has enhanced the competitive Since launching in 2015, the Mass Solar Loan program has enhanced the competitive 

marketplace for financing residential solar ownership. This first-in-the-nation program marketplace for financing residential solar ownership. This first-in-the-nation program 

increases financing options through open lender partnerships and thoughtfully targeted increases financing options through open lender partnerships and thoughtfully targeted 

incentives. The program, developed in partnership with the Massachusetts Department incentives. The program, developed in partnership with the Massachusetts Department 

of Energy Resources (DOER), received a national award from the Clean Energy States of Energy Resources (DOER), received a national award from the Clean Energy States 

Alliance for its unique approach and success in catalyzing the market. Alliance for its unique approach and success in catalyzing the market. 

2010   

2020   

PROJECT TYPE 

MassCEC Supports Clean Energy Projects 

5,400 

loans loans 

46 MW 

of solarof solar

$170M 

in private capitalin private capital

17  

lenderslenders

2,800
loans to income-loans to income-
qualified customersqualified customers    

PROGRAM RESULTS

Air SouAir Sourcrce Heat Pume Heat Pumpp

WoWorkforkforcrce Dee Devevelopmentlopment WWoodstoodstovove Changeoute Changeout

WiWindnd

Solar Hot WSolar Hot Waterater

Solar ElectricitySolar Electricity

ResearResearch & Prch & Protototypinotypingg

OrOrganics ganics toto Ene Energrgyy

HyHydrdropopowowerer

GrGround Souound Sourcrce Heat Pume Heat Pumpp

DemonstrDemonstration & ation & AcceAccelelerarationtion

CommeCommercrcialization & Grialization & Growowthth

Modern WModern Wood Heatinood Heatingg
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Success in Rebate Innovation: 
MassCEC Drives the Residential 
Air-Source Heat Pump Market

In 2014, MassCEC launched an incentive program In 2014, MassCEC launched an incentive program 

to increase the installation of residential air-to increase the installation of residential air-

source heat pumps (ASHPs). ASHPs use outside source heat pumps (ASHPs). ASHPs use outside 

air and refrigeration technology to heat homes air and refrigeration technology to heat homes 

efficiently with electricity instead of fossil fuels, efficiently with electricity instead of fossil fuels, 

thereby reducing greenhouse gas emissions.thereby reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

The program was successful in increasing market The program was successful in increasing market 

demand for ASHPs, helping to deploy thousands demand for ASHPs, helping to deploy thousands 

of projects and training and developing the local of projects and training and developing the local 

industry in Massachusetts.industry in Massachusetts.

MassCEC’s early market intervention MassCEC’s early market intervention 

demonstrated the effectiveness of ASHP demonstrated the effectiveness of ASHP 

technology, paving the way for Mass Savetechnology, paving the way for Mass Save®® to  to 

broaden support of the technology at scale.broaden support of the technology at scale.

PROGRAM RESULTS PROGRAM RESULTS

20,000+
awardsawards

$28M
awardedawarded

$164M
leveragedleveraged

17x
moremore
installersinstallers

11x
moremore
manufacturersmanufacturers 15

developersdevelopers
& architects& architects

$1.8M
awardedawarded

equivalent of equivalent of 

12,800
cars off the cars off the 
road forroad for

15 years
2 programs programs 
informed informed 
(Mass Save(Mass Save®®    
and DHCD)and DHCD)

8 projectsprojects

540 unitsunits

5,400
units units 
considering considering 
Passive Passive 
House House 
certificationcertification

20172017

20182018

20192019

20202020

Variable Refrigerant Flow 
Heat Pump
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Blade Testing  
at WTTC
MassCEC’s Wind Technology Testing Center MassCEC’s Wind Technology Testing Center 

(WTTC) offers a full suite of certification tests (WTTC) offers a full suite of certification tests 

for turbine blades and blade sections up to 90 for turbine blades and blade sections up to 90 

meters in length. WTTC also offers the latest meters in length. WTTC also offers the latest 

wind turbine blade testing and prototype wind turbine blade testing and prototype 

development methodologies to help the wind development methodologies to help the wind 

industry deploy the next generation of offshore industry deploy the next generation of offshore 

wind and land-based turbine technologies.wind and land-based turbine technologies.

The Launching  
Point for Offshore  
Wind in Massachusetts
In 2015 MassCEC completed the New Bedford Marine In 2015 MassCEC completed the New Bedford Marine 

Commerce Terminal, the nation’s first purpose-built Commerce Terminal, the nation’s first purpose-built 

port for offshore wind. The terminal is a heavy-lift port for offshore wind. The terminal is a heavy-lift 

facility designed to support the construction, facility designed to support the construction, 

assembly, and deployment of offshore wind projects, assembly, and deployment of offshore wind projects, 

as well as handle bulk, break-bulk, container, and large as well as handle bulk, break-bulk, container, and large 

specialty marine cargo. specialty marine cargo. 

MassCEC invests in infrastructure that 
accelerates the success of clean energy 
technologies, companies, and projects in 
Massachusetts while creating high-quality 
jobs and long-term economic growth.

Ten Year Impact Report | Offshore Wind Market Development

MassCEC Offshore Wind Market Development
Since 2010, MassCEC has been advancing the responsible development of offshore wind in Massachusetts, paving the way for the nation’s first legislative Since 2010, MassCEC has been advancing the responsible development of offshore wind in Massachusetts, paving the way for the nation’s first legislative 

mandate in 2016 and procurement of offshore wind energy in 2017.  MassCEC’s Offshore Wind Program has contributed to a regional ecosystem in which mandate in 2016 and procurement of offshore wind energy in 2017.  MassCEC’s Offshore Wind Program has contributed to a regional ecosystem in which 

multiple states have selected six projects totaling over 4,000 MW. The MassCEC Offshore Wind Program continues to de-risk projects, engage stakeholders, multiple states have selected six projects totaling over 4,000 MW. The MassCEC Offshore Wind Program continues to de-risk projects, engage stakeholders, 

and establish a thriving offshore wind sector and workforce in the Commonwealth.and establish a thriving offshore wind sector and workforce in the Commonwealth.

“ MassCEC’s pre-market development 
and ongoing support for environmental 
studies, stakeholder engagement, and 
workforce training has been 
instrumental in helping pave the way 
for Vineyard Wind and a new U.S. 
offshore wind industry. MassCEC has 
been engaged with the offshore wind 
sector since its early stages and we 
deeply value the important insight and 
leadership they bring to our industry.” 

- Lars Pedersen, CEO at Vineyard Wind 

10 years of years of 
marine studiesmarine studies

150+  
aerial surveysaerial surveys

1st in nation 
safety training program safety training program 

7 lease lease 
areasareas

4 developersdevelopers 1,600 MW 
in Massachusettsin Massachusetts

14

MA Offshore Wind Market Results

$8M 
awardedawarded

$2.4M 
leveragedleveraged

20182018

BOEM conducted a BOEM conducted a 
federal auction for federal auction for 
Massachusetts wind Massachusetts wind 
energy areas.energy areas.

MassCEC completed MassCEC completed 
the Offshore the Offshore 
Wind Workforce Wind Workforce 
Assessment.Assessment.

20192019

Massachusetts selected Massachusetts selected 
its second 800 MW its second 800 MW 
offshore wind project.offshore wind project.

MassCEC developed MassCEC developed 
workforce training workforce training 
grants.grants.

20152015

MassCEC completed MassCEC completed 
construction of the construction of the 
New Bedford Marine New Bedford Marine 
Commerce Terminal.Commerce Terminal.

BOEM conducted a BOEM conducted a 
federal auction for federal auction for 
Massachusetts wind Massachusetts wind 
energy areas.energy areas.

20172017

Massachusetts selected Massachusetts selected 
the first 800 MW the first 800 MW 
offshore wind project. offshore wind project. 

MassCEC conducted MassCEC conducted 
an offshore wind Ports an offshore wind Ports 
and Infrastructure and Infrastructure 
Assessment and began Assessment and began 
significant supply chain significant supply chain 
development efforts.development efforts.

20142014

MassCEC conducted an MassCEC conducted an 
offshore wind transmission offshore wind transmission 
study with DOER.study with DOER.

20112011

MassCEC completed MassCEC completed 
construction of the construction of the 
Wind Technology Wind Technology 
Testing Center Testing Center 
(WTTC). (WTTC). 

MassCEC began MassCEC began 
supporting marine supporting marine 
wildlife surveys in wildlife surveys in 
partnership with partnership with 
BOEM.BOEM.

20132013

BOEM conducted BOEM conducted 
the first competitive the first competitive 
U.S. offshore wind U.S. offshore wind 
lease auction for the lease auction for the 
Rhode Island and Rhode Island and 
Massachusetts wind Massachusetts wind 
energy areas.energy areas.

20102010

Federal Bureau Federal Bureau 
of Ocean Energy of Ocean Energy 
Management (BOEM) Management (BOEM) 
conducted the first conducted the first 
call for information on call for information on 
wind energy areas.wind energy areas.
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Blade Testing  
at WTTC
MassCEC’s Wind Technology Testing Center MassCEC’s Wind Technology Testing Center 

(WTTC) offers a full suite of certification tests (WTTC) offers a full suite of certification tests 

for turbine blades and blade sections up to 90 for turbine blades and blade sections up to 90 

meters in length. WTTC also offers the latest meters in length. WTTC also offers the latest 

wind turbine blade testing and prototype wind turbine blade testing and prototype 

development methodologies to help the wind development methodologies to help the wind 

industry deploy the next generation of offshore industry deploy the next generation of offshore 

wind and land-based turbine technologies.wind and land-based turbine technologies.

The Launching  
Point for Offshore  
Wind in Massachusetts
In 2015 MassCEC completed the New Bedford Marine In 2015 MassCEC completed the New Bedford Marine 

Commerce Terminal, the nation’s first purpose-built Commerce Terminal, the nation’s first purpose-built 

port for offshore wind. The terminal is a heavy-lift port for offshore wind. The terminal is a heavy-lift 

facility designed to support the construction, facility designed to support the construction, 

assembly, and deployment of offshore wind projects, assembly, and deployment of offshore wind projects, 

as well as handle bulk, break-bulk, container, and large as well as handle bulk, break-bulk, container, and large 

specialty marine cargo. specialty marine cargo. 

MassCEC invests in infrastructure that 
accelerates the success of clean energy 
technologies, companies, and projects in 
Massachusetts while creating high-quality 
jobs and long-term economic growth.
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MassCEC Offshore Wind Market Development
Since 2010, MassCEC has been advancing the responsible development of offshore wind in Massachusetts, paving the way for the nation’s first legislative Since 2010, MassCEC has been advancing the responsible development of offshore wind in Massachusetts, paving the way for the nation’s first legislative 

mandate in 2016 and procurement of offshore wind energy in 2017.  MassCEC’s Offshore Wind Program has contributed to a regional ecosystem in which mandate in 2016 and procurement of offshore wind energy in 2017.  MassCEC’s Offshore Wind Program has contributed to a regional ecosystem in which 

multiple states have selected six projects totaling over 4,000 MW. The MassCEC Offshore Wind Program continues to de-risk projects, engage stakeholders, multiple states have selected six projects totaling over 4,000 MW. The MassCEC Offshore Wind Program continues to de-risk projects, engage stakeholders, 

and establish a thriving offshore wind sector and workforce in the Commonwealth.and establish a thriving offshore wind sector and workforce in the Commonwealth.

“ MassCEC’s pre-market development 
and ongoing support for environmental 
studies, stakeholder engagement, and 
workforce training has been 
instrumental in helping pave the way 
for Vineyard Wind and a new U.S. 
offshore wind industry. MassCEC has 
been engaged with the offshore wind 
sector since its early stages and we 
deeply value the important insight and 
leadership they bring to our industry.” 

- Lars Pedersen, CEO at Vineyard Wind 

10 years of years of 
marine studiesmarine studies

150+  
aerial surveysaerial surveys

1st in nation 
safety training program safety training program 

7 lease lease 
areasareas

4 developersdevelopers 1,600 MW 
in Massachusettsin Massachusetts
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MA Offshore Wind Market Results

$8M 
awardedawarded

$2.4M 
leveragedleveraged

20182018

BOEM conducted a BOEM conducted a 
federal auction for federal auction for 
Massachusetts wind Massachusetts wind 
energy areas.energy areas.

MassCEC completed MassCEC completed 
the Offshore the Offshore 
Wind Workforce Wind Workforce 
Assessment.Assessment.

20192019

Massachusetts selected Massachusetts selected 
its second 800 MW its second 800 MW 
offshore wind project.offshore wind project.
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workforce training workforce training 
grants.grants.
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construction of the construction of the 
New Bedford Marine New Bedford Marine 
Commerce Terminal.Commerce Terminal.
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energy areas.energy areas.
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significant supply chain significant supply chain 
development efforts.development efforts.

20142014

MassCEC conducted an MassCEC conducted an 
offshore wind transmission offshore wind transmission 
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20112011
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800+ interns have been hired  have been hired  
at the conclusion of their internship.at the conclusion of their internship.

62% of the participating companies  of the participating companies 

have fewer thanhave fewer than 10 employees.

61% of interns are women or minorities.of interns are women or minorities.

MassCEC’s Internship Program 
successfully develops new clean 
energy workers: 

Ten Year Impact Report | Focus on Workforce

Focus on Workforce
The Massachusetts clean energy workforce makes up The Massachusetts clean energy workforce makes up 3.1%3.1%  

of all jobs in the state, with over of all jobs in the state, with over 111,000111,000  jobs reported in jobs reported in 

thethe 2019 Massachusetts Clean Energy Industry Report. 

Ensuring there is a robust pipeline of talented and trained Ensuring there is a robust pipeline of talented and trained 

workers to fill future clean energy jobs is a priority of workers to fill future clean energy jobs is a priority of 

MassCEC. MassCEC. 

MassCEC develops the next generation of clean energy MassCEC develops the next generation of clean energy 

workers through:workers through:

oo    Educational opportunities for K-12 studentsEducational opportunities for K-12 students

o o   Programs that prepare high school students for clean Programs that prepare high school students for clean 
energy careers and clean energy/STEM majors in higher energy careers and clean energy/STEM majors in higher 
educationeducation

o  o  On-the-job trainingOn-the-job training

oo    Vocational job opportunities for skilled laborVocational job opportunities for skilled labor

“ The MassCEC Clean Energy Internship 
Program was pivotal in establishing my 
career in renewable energy. First as a 
participant and now as an internship 
manager for a company in the program, I 
have seen how valuable this experience 
can be for college students and recent 
graduates looking to explore potential 
career paths in the renewable energy 
sector.” 

-  Tiffany Ferreira, Development Operations 
Manager at Vineyard Wind

“ The MassCEC Internship Program 
provides high-end talent while offering 
the two things all employers seek: 
reducing risk and ease of use. We have 
been extremely pleased with the quality 
of applicants and their performance. In 
fact, four of our last six hires were former 
interns through the program!” 

-  Phil Jordan, VP and Principal Researcher at 
BW Research Partnership

Cumulative Internship 
Program Growth
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An employee at work at Schneider 

Electric, Andover

https://www.masscec.com/2019-massachusetts-clean-energy-industry-report
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Strategic Vision for 2025  
and Beyond
Over the next five years, MassCEC will support the Commonwealth’s climate Over the next five years, MassCEC will support the Commonwealth’s climate 

agenda, helping the state meet its ambitious 2050 net-zero goal while agenda, helping the state meet its ambitious 2050 net-zero goal while 

continuing to support economic development of the clean energy industry.continuing to support economic development of the clean energy industry.

Net-Zero Grid

MassCEC will support the technologies that will enable 

a transition to a modernized and smarter grid, such as 

microgrids and energy storage, and will demonstrate 

innovative business models and market development 

policies for delivering resiliency, risk management, 

and clean energy.

Offshore Wind 

MassCEC will work to ensure the economic 

development opportunities of this growing industry 

are maximized for the Commonwealth, including 

training a workforce to meet the industry’s specialized 

needs and ensuring supply chain opportunities are 

available for Massachusetts’ businesses. 

THE NEXT 
5 YEARS

MassCEC will continue 
to prioritize the 
following work:

Ⓡ

19

High-Performance Buildings

MassCEC will accelerate the most impactful, resilient, 

and cost-effective electrification technologies and 

approaches to decarbonizing the building sector.

Clean Transportation

MassCEC will foster the development of cutting-edge 

clean transportation technologies, enable new finance 

and business models that address the market barriers to 

electric vehicle deployment, and accelerate the growth 

of clean transportation companies in Massachusetts.

Ten Year Impact Report | Strategic Vision for 2025 and Beyond
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